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Title word cross-reference

#1 [O’H06j].

! = [BNB+05], + [Ano03f]. $10 [Lim20c].
$109 [Nag04]. $125 [And04]. $14.95 [Bal03]. $15.00 [Imr03]. $165.00 [Ber09].

[Hi08, Men04, Put08]. 3 [Fra20e, Sta05b]. $34.95 [Che03]. $34.99 [Gib07, Kar05].
$39.95

[Eng05, Sch04b, Sta06n, Ste03, Whi08], $39.99 [Bal07a, Git06, Hor03, Kuc06, Mer04, Ram08, Spi07]. 42 [Wad05]. $42.99 [ZM09].
$44.95 [Joy04, Kha05, Mar04b, Wol06]. $44.99 [Bal09, Ber05, Edw05, Hin08, Lec07, Mor06, Sta07v, Wal07, ZM09]. $45.00 [Rao04b]. $49.95 [Jen05b, Mar05b, Sta06m].
$49.99 [Bal07b, Bel05b, Bel08, Cha05a, Fox08, Gum04b, Hid04, Jov06, Llo06, Mar05a, Nan08a, Pos04, Sta05k, Sta06l, Sta07u, Sta06k, Tho05, Tom05, Tom06].

$54.95 [Ber07, Zen04]. $54.99 [Hac06, Nan08b]. $55.00 [Ber03b, Sta05j].
$59.95 [Bha07b, Bh07a, Por04b]. $59.99 [Cor07, Jaf06, Jen05a, Koh06, Par07, Put07, Sta06a]. $64.95 [Ber03c, Pa04]. $69.95

[Ekt05]. $69.96 [Lla07]. $74.99 [Mil08]. $75.00 [Cha05b, Wol08]. $79.00 [Gum04a].
$79.95 [Par06]. $89.00 [Men05]. $89.95 [Las06]. $99.00 [Hen08]. < [SM05b]. = [Ano03f, WHT+05]. > [SM05b]. n [Har03b].

-Spectre [BCJ+18].
3

3 [Bal07a, Bal09, Bha07b, Git06, Goo07, Gro04p, Hid04, Hor03, Imr03, Jov06, Kau03, Koh04, Kuc06, Las06, Lla07, Nag04, Paq06, Put07, Zen04]. 3-540-00896-9 [Gro04p].
3-540-25995-3 [Paq06]. 3-540-28713-2 [Bha07b]. 3-540-32180-2 [Put07].
3-540-40704-9 [Zen04]. 3-540-43330-9 [Nag04]. 3-540-44492-0 [Lla07].
3.5 [Mac08, Nau08b]. 4 [Ber07, Cha05a, Che03, Jen05b, Koh06, Llo06, Par06, Sta04a, Wol06]. 4th [Gum04b, Sch04b].
4 [Ber09, Ber03b, Cor07, Kar05, Men04, Mor06, Nau08a, Par07, Sta06a, Sta06k, Zen04]. 5.2 [MNN04].
6 [Edw05, Eng05, Pet04, Put08, Sch04b, Sta06n, Tho05]. 64-bit [Sta06f].
7 [And04, Bal07b, Bal03, Bel05b, Cha05b, Gum04b, Hac06, Mil08, Tom06]. 7th [Par07].
8 [Gro04o, Gum04a, Mar04b, Mar05a, Sta07v, ZM09].
9 [Gro04p, Kha05, Lec07, Men05, Nag04, Zen04]. 978 [Bal09, Bel08, Mil08, Nau08a, Wol08].
978-1-4302-0973-7 [Mil08]. 978-1-59059-965-5 [Nau08a].
978-1-59059-985-3 [Bal09].

Étre [KB09a].

Access-control [Wat13]. Accessibility [Sta06f]. Accessorizing [O'H06h]. accident [Kam21c]. Accountability [Dia15].
Accounts [Hil03]. Achieving [BB18]. ACID [Hel21a, Pri08]. ACM [SMM+04, BS04, Cer14, Cre10c, Cre11a].
acmqueue [Man09]. Acoustical [Sta05c]. across [DG15, Hel22a]. Action [CLNM03, FKN+23, Wol06, WB05].
Adaptation [EK12]. Addison [Sta06f]. Addison-Wesley [Sta06f]. Addison [Bel08, Cha05a, Edw05, Hac06, Hin08, Hor03, Jov06, Kar05, Llo06, Mar05a, Men04, Par07, Pos04, Spi07, Sta06k, Tom06].
Addison-Wesley [Bel08, Cha05a, Edw05, Hac06, Hin08, Hor03, Jov06, Kar05, Llo06, Mar05a, Men04, Par07, Pos04, Spi07, Sta06k, Tom06]. Additive [Fra20c]. Address [Kam22b]. Addressing [LNV14]. Administration [HKM10, Lea11]. Administrators [Edw05, HN05]. Adopt [Sta05h]. Adopting [VD24, GTK24].
Advances [GT03, Hen08, Nag04, SMM+04, Wol04c, Tel23]. advantages [Coo23].
Advice [NN09b, NN07c]. Affair [Gro04h]. Affine [KB08a]. Afterthought [SL04]. Again [Cra20, O'D09, NN04c]. Against [Mer04, SR03]. Age [Fer03, Fra18, Wan24]. Agenda [Kel23a]. Agile [Ber03b, CG10, Cni06, Hor03, JSS16, Mar03, Mor06, PP03b, Spi07, ZM09, ATM22, Kru07, M+09, Tat06, Var21]. Agility [Men04, BT03]. Agnew [AHCC22]. ahead
Aurelius [Hin08]. Aussie [Ano03d].
Australia [Ano03g]. authenticate [DLoFV’23]. Authentication [Jov20, Sch04a, YD16, All06b].
Authoritative [CP14]. authority [Vac23a].
Automated [CDH14, Don05, NN15b, NN23d].
Automatically [AR23]. Automated [Mur04].
Autonomous [Hel22a]. Autonomy [Mat15b].
Autotools [NN11c].
Availability [SDRB17]. available [Kop05].
Aversion [NN21a]. Avoid [Lim18c, Lim23c].
Away [AT17, Fra20b, Sta04a, Sta07q]. Azure [JVG’24].
Bad [Coa04b, HD22, Mat16a, Ele07, Sim04]. bag [Lap04a]. Bail [Bel03]. balances [Mat23b].
Balancing [BT03, Lim16b, Men04]. Baleen [Hel20a]. Bang [Boe03]. Bank [AhCD22].
barn [KB07c]. Baron [SBS’23]. barrier [Rix08]. Barriers [Har15]. Barry [Men04].
Base [RR18, Pri08]. Baseboard [Fra19b].
Based [CCC’16, BLK15, Gro04p, Ish04, Jov20, Kie14, VTA23, VD24]. Bases [NN03a]. basics [Spa07]. Batches [Lim16c].
Battery [Sta04b, Fra20a]. Battery-powered [Sta04b]. Battle [NN12d, Sni09]. Battlefield [Ham14].
battles [NN05a]. Bazel [Lam18]. BBR [CCC’16]. BCS [Cre10e]. Be [Ano12b, Dur10, Fra20d, Hel22b, KW04, Lim15a, Mat17a, NN22f, Ros10, CPG’04, KB07d, Lim23a, Lim23b, MBNN’23, NN09c, NN21e, NN23d, Vac23b, VD24]. Beam [Ste03]. Bear [NN23f]. beats [KB08c].
Beautiful [NN08b]. Becky [Tom05].
Becomes [LHML21, Wol03a]. Beginning [SB06, Bal07a]. behavior [KGM21, O’H05d].
Behind [Pet18]. Being [Mat16d, KB08b, Mat23b, MR21]. Bejtlich [Sta06l]. Bell [Lim20c]. Below [Coo19].
Ben [SNW’23]. Benchmarking [Sit18].
benefits [Fra21a, Mat21]. Beowulf [PBK07]. Berg [Hac06]. Berkeley [SOM21].
Berlin [Gib07]. Best [CFL23, Mie06, NH20, Par07, Ano21, VB07].
Betrayed [Phi10a]. Better [Ano04h, Car07, Cre06b, KA23, Mat17a, WKG08, DSB23, KB05a]. Between [Sha03, LHL21, Pop24]. Beyond [CFL23, Hel16a, Lev09, PBK07, Rao04a, Rec19, Sel05, TB03, Vog08a, vD15, Spa07].
Bias [Kl24, LPS24]. Biases [SC21]. Bible [Bel05b, CPM04]. Big [Ano04h, Boe03, CBB07, Coa03d, DRW’14, Dat16, HWH17, Jac09, Kam21b, KNR13, NN14e, Sta04b, Gro04t, KB07c, Lim23a, NN07e, Sto05, GAT’21]. Big-data [KNR13].
Bigot [Coa04a, CPG’04]. Bigots [GBG’04]. Bikeshed [Kam14a]. Bill [Goo07, Sta07l]. Biological [DFZ’09].
Biology [KM09]. Biometrics [Sta05b, Sta06d]. Biomolecular [PS09].
Biomorphic [Lod04]. bisection [NN21b].
b [Sta06f]. Bitcoin [NC17, SZ17]. Bits [Ros10, Mas06]. Black [NN22f, Pos04, Sta04b, WT03, KB07e].
Blackburn [Par07]. Blakeley [Coa08].
Blast [An03c]. Blast-Off [An03c].
Blaster [Mor04]. Blessing [Kot10]. Bliss [WNN03].
Blockchain [Kuz19, Wai18].
Blockchains [NNMB16]. Blow [Sta05c].
blues [KB06b]. Bluetooth [An03d].
Blurring [Sha03]. Board [Kam22a, Kam21c]. Bob [Che03]. Boba [An04i]. Bodden [Bal07a]. bodies [O’H06g].
Boehm [Men04]. Bones [An04a]. Bonwick [Sta07l]. Book [An04d, An04h, Bal09, Bal03, Ber03b, Ber03c, Che03, Gum04a, Gum04b, Hid04, Hor03, Imr03, Kau03, Kil04, Mar04b, Men04, Mer04, Mil08, Nag04, Pet04, Pos04, Rao04b].
Compromises [AHMT03]. Computation [SBS+23]. Computations [MBNN+23].
Compute [CP14, Mat21, Vid17, Hel21c, Hel22a]. Computer [Ano04h, RB17, BS04, Ekt05, Gum04a, MAC+03b, Nar04, Vid21, Can06a, Coa06, NN23d]. Computers [Can10, Kel23b, NN19f]. Computing [Ano04h, RB17, BS04, Ekt05, Gum04a, MAC+03b, Nar04, Vid21, Can06a, Coa06, NN23d].

Control [Ekt05, Vid21, Can06a, Coa06, NN23d]. Controls [EMC19, Sam14]. Conventional [Kel19]. Convergence [KA22, Hel21b].

Compromise [AHMT03]. Computation [SBS+23]. Computations [MBNN+23]. Compute [CP14, Mat21, Vid17, Hel21c, Hel22a]. Computer [Ano04h, RB17, BS04, Ekt05, Gum04a, MAC+03b, Nar04, Vid21, Can06a, Coa06, NN23d]. Computers [Can10, Kel23b, NN19f]. Computing [Ano04h, RB17, BS04, Ekt05, Gum04a, MAC+03b, Nar04, Vid21, Can06a, Coa06, NN23d].

Control [Ekt05, Vid21, Can06a, Coa06, NN23d]. Controls [EMC19, Sam14]. Conventional [Kel19]. Convergence [KA22, Hel21b].

Con [Hel21b]. Concepts [Bha07a, MSJL06]. Concise [JC23]. Concurrency [Bha07a, MSJL06]. Concurrency-Based [CCG+16]. Connect [Coo23]. Connected [Vas17]. Connectivity [Ber03a].

Conquer [NN21b]. Conrad [Rao04b]. Consensus [BFAP16]. considerations [SCQT20]. Considers [All03b, Ros11, BT06, Gil04]. Consistency [AA22, Hel21b, LFKA14, PC+15].

Consistent [GRA+14, Vog08a]. Consistently [Hel18a]. consolidation [Vog08a]. Consortium [Sta06g].

Constrained [Sta06c]. Construction [RR18]. consumer [Cre07b]. Contactless [And04, Fin03]. Container [JVG+24].

Containers [Kro17, LSB17, Sin16]. Context [Ekto05, Vid21, Lon04]. Continuing [Bor03]. Continuous [Hum17, Ker24]. Contract [KF19, SW14]. Contracts [NMHB16]. contrasted [Coo23].
Depend [LCW18, MR21].

Depend [LCW18, MR21].

Dependency [NN21a].

Depends [Nd22].

Deploying [BS16, Tom05].

Depends [NN21a].

Deploying [BS16, Tom05].

Depth [Mat17b].

Derivation [Mub18].

Descends [Sta05g].

Describing [FT05].

Detecting [Sta06d].

Deterministic [Hel22b, WWG22].

Devalue [Lim15b].

Devedzic [Put07].

Developer [Ano03d, BNNC03, FSM +21, Ker24, Nad21, NN09c, NSFG23].

devolver-centric [NSFG23].

Developers [Cha05a, Lap04b, Can05].

Development [Bal09, Ber03b, Blo04, CL11, Coa03a, DVR10, Dwy08, EGBA03, Foo08, Gro04f, Hil08, Hor03, Lec07, LNV14, Mat15a, Men05, NN16e, O003, PP04, PP03b, Put07, Spi07, Tur03, Var21, VTA23, VD24, ATM22, Bel06, GDD06, HJ08, Mar03, Tat06, VW07].

DevEx [FKN+23, NSFG23].

Device [Coo23].

Devices [Cre1a, Cre1b, FKB+03, NN08a, Ros11, VBH03, Wol03].

devisor [Kol04].

DevOps [FK17, Lim18c, Lim20c, Sch17a, WFW+19].

Diagnostic [CLK+21].

Diagnose [Bel05a].

Diagnosticians [_clk+21].

Dialogue [Por04b, McT04].

Diary [NN23a].

Diana [All03c].

Dictory [NN15b].

Didn’t [Mat16d].

Diederik [Pet04].

different [FT05, He120b].

Different [GDWC20, DSBS23].

Difficult [NN13c, VD24].

Digging [GAI+21].

Digital [Ano14c, AhCD22, BB18, Lon15, Mar05b, RCN03, Maur08].

Digitally [MB04].

Digits [KB04a].

Dignity [KB11].

direct [NN23c].

Dirty [NN05b].

Disambiguating [Ric14].

Disassembler [NN21e].

Discipline [Men04, BT03].

Discontinuum [Hel19b].

discovery [Ost05].

Discrimination [Swe13].

discuss [Kil20].

discussed [Hel22a].

discussion [AHC22, Ano20a, GDWC20, SBS+23, SNW+23].

Disk [Ano4j, CLNM03, GF08, Ele07].

Disks [And03, McK12, Rie03].

Dismantling [Har15].

Disruptive [Var21].

Dissection [Col19b].

Distance [Ano04n].

distilling [McC05].

distinction [LHML21].

Distributed [AGB17, BFAP16, BWW+16, Bro15, CC20, Coa03a, ESTT22, Fel05a, Gra08b, Hel16a, Hel16d, KF19, Koh04, Mad15, MC15, Tur03, ZAB16, Go04, Hel21c].

distributed-systems [Hel21c].

Diverse [FKB+03].

Divide [NN21b, Rus08].

Divided [NN13d].

Dividends [Kil16].

Division [God03, NN13d].

Djurić [Put07].

DNS [Vix07, Vix09].

Do [FPWM09, Lap04b, Lim10, SBS+23, KB05a, Lim23c, NN21d].

DOA [Bel07a].

Dobberpuhl [Dit03].

Doc [NN15b].

Doctor [NN05g].

Doctorow [Sta07i].

Document [Gar07a].

documentation [NN15b].

Documents [NR18].

Does [BLK15, LVDM22, Mat17d, Wol04a].

Doing [Kam10, Cob22].

Doku [KB05a].

Domain [Gil14, Vir21].

Domain-specific [Gil14].

domino [O’06n].

Donald [Sun04].

done [Mat18c].

Dont’t [ATM22, And03, CB23, Goo07, GBG+04, Hel21b, KAM23, LFKA14, Mat18c, NN09c, NN21d, NN22c, SF04, SCB09, Sta05g, FM05, NN24b, PZ06].

Dont’ts [Lim10].

doomed [CB23].

Door [Wea03].

Dorothaia [Hid04].

Doubleday [Kam03].

Doug [Mer04, Sta07j].

Douglas [O’H06q].

Down [JS18, Sta07a, Ano03i, Gar07b].

Dragan [Put07].

Dreams [Ano03e].

Drift [NN24a].
Drink [Sta06g]. drinks [Ano03i]. Drive [Ano04o, Ano04p, Cor12, Gro04q, Gro04r, Gro05y, Gro05h, Gro05i, Gro05j, Mau03g, Mau05h, Mau05i, O’H05j, O’H05h, O’H05i, O’H06y, O’H06w, O’H06x, O’H06z, O’H06-27, O’H06-28, O’H06-29, O’H06-30, O’H06-31, O’H07t, Sta07t]. Driven [CDH14, Nad21, Put07, GDD06]. Drives [Ano04j, NSFG23, Ele07]. DRM [Soh07]. Drupal [Lec07, VW07]. DSL [Gho11]. DSLs [SSN14]. DSP [FS04, Lyo04, SMM+04, Sha04a]. DSPs [Hay04]. DST [Sta07g]. Duncan [Ste03]. during [Lap04a]. Dust [Ano03e]. Duty [Wol04e]. Dwivedi [Llo06]. Dwyer [Bal09]. Dynamic [Gro04o, NG22, Pac11, Ric08, VT03, YD16]. Dynamics [MW03, Med16].

E-Commerce [Mei14c]. E-mail [All06b]. EA [CDH14]. Each [Goo07, Coo23, PZ06]. Eagle [Sta05k]. Earlier [Tel23]. Easily [GC23]. Easter [BP16, Coo23, Sta05i]. eat [NN23b]. Eating [Hil08, HJ08]. Echoes [Vid23]. Eclipsed [Kar05, Joy04, Rub06, AL04, Hol04, Wol03a]. Economics [All03a, Gra08b, RW06].

Ecosystems [Ker24, CFL23]. Ed [Ekt05, Ber09, Gum04b, Hil08, Nau08b, Sch04b, Zen04, Cre10a]. Edge [Cre10c, Cre10d, Fre03, Mor18, Sta05f, FoDF22]. edited [Gum04a, Pet04, Rao04b]. Edition [Gib07, GWE’07, Cor07, Mil08, Par07, Sta07u, Wal07, Wol08, ZM09]. editors [Bro05, Fel05a, Har05a, Mau03a, O’H05c, O’H05d, O’H06b, O’H06g, O’H06l, O’H06m, O’H06i, O’H06j, O’H06k, AM03, AM04, Boun03, BNNC03, Coa03c, Gro03a, Gro04i, Gro04e, Gro04f, Gro04j, Gro04k, Gro04g, Gro04h, Gro04l, Gro05e, Gro05f, Ke03, Lyo04, Mac03a, Mau07, Mau08b, NN03b, O’H05e, O’H06n, O’H07b, Sta05a].

Education [Puz04]. EDVAC [Wan15]. Effect [NN17d, O’H06m]. Effective [NG22]. Effectively [Ber05, Fea05]. effectiveness [Lim23b]. Effects [Hel17a, MMB15, VW19]. Efficiency [DKK+04, FSSP09, Lim20b]. Efficient [BR10, cF03, Kel20b, NG22, Sax10]. effort [Mat23a, Eggs [BTM22]]. Egypt [Imr03]. Eilert [Hi04]. Eisenhaender [Hi04]. either [Hel21b]. Elasticity [Owe10]. Electronic [Sim04, electronics [Fra20a]. Elephant [Hil08, LPS24, NN22b, FT05, HJ08]. Elevating [GTK24, Rus23]. Elision [Kle14]. Ellen [Kau03, Sch04b]. Embedded [God03, Hal07, JYVWV03, NN03b, Pet04, Sta07v]. Embedding [Vac14]. Embrace [Sta06f]. Embracing [Ano03i]. Cre07a, Hel22b, MK14].

Emergence [Gold03]. Emerging [Sta06f]. Emulating [Lim20b]. enabler [Vac23b]. enables [DLdFV+23]. Enabling [Kap23]. Enclaves [SCQT20, Pop24]. encouragement [Lim20c]. Encryption [Cre22, Kam13b, Kam16, Lim23a, NN15b]. End [KB04e, Lim23a, Kam24, O’D09]. End-to-End [Lim23a]. Energy [BR10, Fra20c, VBH03]. Energy-Efficient [BR10]. enforced [RCF+21]. Engine [Pat04, Sta06b]. Engineer [Mat16d]. Engineering [Cha05b, JS14, JSS16, Kil19, LNV14, Mat23b, SP21, Tho21, Zhu04]. Engineers [Har16]. Enhanced [Phi10b]. Enlightenment [Fer03]. Enough [LV03]. ensure [Hel22a]. Enter [Vac23a]. Enterprise [Ano14a, BS16, Cre11a, Cre11b, Hac06, Jac05, Jen05b, Kop05, MSJL06, MK14, MW08, MM04, Sha19, Zen05, Ber06, Bra05, BM22, Fel05a, MFK05, O’H07e, TCR03, JW08, Ric06, Str05, Bha07a, Ram08]. Enterprise-grade [Zen05]. Enterprising [Gro04h]. entire [Kam21b]. Entry [Har15]. Environment [Kol06, MB05].
environmental [Lap04a]. Environments [Pac11, Hel21c, Hel22b, SP21]. epidemic [Cym06]. equal [KB08b]. Era [Fra21b, Matu08a, RR18]. Eric [Sta08h, Sta08i]. Erik [Coa08, Mat17c]. Erlang [Lar08]. Errata [BS04, SMM*04, SKC*04]. Error [MK04, Bro04b]. Errors [Che10]. \textit{Essence} [SJK20, Lev23]. Essential [Gor06, JC23, Ste07b, Bha07b, Whi08]. Essentials [SJK20]. Estimating [Mor06, Coh06]. Ethical [Sta05k, Har05b, RR18]. Evaluating [TDA21]. Event [Kam22a, KBS19]. Events [CDH14]. Eventual [Hel18a, Hel21b, LFKA14]. Eventually [Ano04i, GRA*14, Vog08b]. Every [BLA21, NN23c]. Every [Har03b, NN18b]. Everyone [CKG*04, Vac20, NH20]. Everything [Cra20, Hel15]. evidence [DLIFV*23]. Evolution [Bro15, Chi14a, Cre06a, GBM15, Mat19a, MQ09, Mei14b, Gee07, Kil20, Sin99]. Evolutionary [Jov06, Nag04, AS06a, GT03]. Examples [AGB17, Par07, VB07]. Excellence [Lim17b, Mat23b]. Exception [NN17b, NN22c]. Exception-Handling [NN17b]. Exchange [AHCC22]. Excluded [Mei14a]. Excuse [Lim18c]. Executables [Kel22a]. Executive [JNSM14]. Executives [Lim19c]. Existing [Kle14]. Exists [NN08b]. expanded [BLA21]. Expecting [GRA*14]. expensive [Kam21b]. experience [CT21]. Experiences [SJK20]. Experimenting [Wan24]. Expert [Jen05a, Rob04b, Lho06, Cor07]. explain [JC23]. exploit [SP21]. exploitation [Gar07a]. Exploiting [HM04, Mar05a]. exploits [Jov20]. Exploration [Gra19, SSN14]. Explorer [Eng05, Pas04]. Exploring [NN03a]. Exposed [Gum04b, Sta07u, Sta06m, Jam05, MSK03, SSS06]. Exposing [KS08]. Extended [GWE*05]. Extending [RCF*21]. Extensibility [Wat13]. Extensible [GWE*05, Wil04, Bir05]. extra [Mat23a]. Extract [Hel19a]. extraction [McC05]. Extreme [McD05, Mer04, SR03, Var21]. Extrusion [Bej06, Sta06i]. Eye [IdFC11, Tox14].
Fire [KP23]. Firmware [Fra19a]. First [Ano04i, DGK+23, Lap04b, Sta07a].
First-Life [Sta07a]. Fit [CG10]. Fitscapes [Koh04, Go04]. Five
[Gra08a, Lim20b, Lim22]. Five-minute
[Gra08a]. Fix [Kro17, Ree19]. Fix-it [Ree19]. Flaky [All03b]. Flame [Gre16].
Flash [Can08, Gra08a, GF08, Lev08]. Flaws
[KBG09c]. Fleck [Che03]. Flexible [SMM23]. Flight
[BFZ+22, Hyd09]. floor [Rog05].
flow [De06]. flows [AhCD22]. Focus
[Coa06, De06]. Foo
[NN13f, Puz04, VGM04]. food [NN23b].
Fools [Lim17b]. Foot [Wea03]. forbidden
[ARB07]. Forced [NN17b]. Ford [All03d].
Forensics [Lau04, Gum04a, MAC+03b].
Forget [GBG+04]. Forked [NN14a].
forking [NN24a]. formally [KB06c].
format [JC23]. Formats [DFZ+09]. forms
[Fra20e]. Formula [Mat18e]. Fortran
[GWE+05, See04]. Forward
[O’H07b, Fra21b, Man07, MQ09]. found
[Cra20]. Foundation [Nau08b, Mac08].
Foundations [AS06c, Git06]. Four
[Lim17a, NN22c, BY22]. Fox [Sta07a].
FPGAs [Alo18, Mat21, MAB+20].
Framework
[Mil08, Tel23, KLL23, Tul08, Wol03c].
Frameworks [NH20, SGN04]. Franca
[WHT+05]. Francae [KB04c]. Francisco
[Kha05]. Franglais [Bat04a]. freaking
[NN07b]. Free
[Ano03f, CPG+04, DM15, Dur10, JS18, Kam14a, Kam24, Mic04, Kop05, CPG+04].
FreeBSD [MNN04]. French
[Ano04h]. Frequency
[Kel20d, Mub18]. frequently
[Hel22a]. Fresh
[Mat16c]. Friction
[AHC22]. Fried
[SNW+23]. Front
[Hel17a, O’D09]. Front-end
[O’D09]. FTC
[All03c, ERF+03]. Fully
[Cre22]. Fun
[Che10, NA22, PP04]. Functional
[Eri16, HOSC16]. functions
[NN20e]. Fund
[Gro04f]. fundamental
[AA22, Tho21]. Fundamentals
[And04, Fin03]. Furber
[Bro10]. Future
[Hay04, Mar08, MAB+20, NMCK20, Rit03, Sta05i, Sup04, AhCD22, Can06a, GK22, MR21, Nad21, OH05k, Rus23]. Fuzzer
[Guo17]. Fuzzing
[NA22, AR23]. Fuzzy
[Ses04].
Hitting [MAB+20]. Hoarding [NN15a].
Hoc [Ber09, Lab08]. Hoffman [Sta08f].
Hofmeyer [Mau05d]. Hoglund [Mar05a].
Hole [Sta04b]. Holy [Cre22]. Holzner [Joy04].
Home [CLNM03, Get12, Lim23c, Sta07r, Vix15a, Vix15b, Cre06c, NN20c, Cre06b, Cre07a, Cre06c]. Homomorphic [Cre22]. Hones [Sta06h]. honest [NN23c].
Hootsuite [SBB+17]. Hop [SB12].
Horsemen [NN22c]. Horses [Lim23c].
Host [Tom05]. Hostility [TF04]. Hosts [NN13e]. Hot [Ano03h]. Houda [Ber09].
House [Gum04a, Men05]. HPC [Loh10]. HTTP [Kam15b, Kam15a]. HTTP/ [Kam15a]. HTTP/2.0 [Kam15b]. HTTPS [AAV14]. hubris [NN12d]. Human
KLL23, Nad21, NN23c, Sta06c, WA19, Bro04b, Can06a, Kam23, SP21, NN06c]. Human-Centered [Nad21].
human-computer [Can06a]. Human-KV
[NN06c]. Human-subjects [KLL23]. Humans [NN19f]. Hunch [Sta06b].
Hundred [BM22]. Hurts [Bro04c]. Hybrid
[Mat23a]. Hypervisor [Chi08, Fox08].
Hypothesis [Gra19].

Ian [Bha07b, Whi08]. IBM [Hil08, Sta05h]. ichiro [Mar05b]. IDAR [Ove17]. Idea
[NN19d]. Ideal [Loh10]. Ideas [Mat18b].
Identification} [And04, Fin03]. identify
[ABW15]. Identity [Hel18b, Vac20]. IDEs
[Boe03, CdSH+03, Ras03c]. Idle [DEE+16].
Idle-Time [DEE+16]. IETF
[Kam15a, Kam15b]. If
[Lim19a, Lov17, NN06b]. ignorance
[Ano21]. II [Lon15]. Illusion [NN15f].
illustrate [Coo23]. I’m
[Hel22b, Hii03, Nie03]. Image [DFZ+09].
imagine [BLA21]. Immersive [Lim17a].
Imminent [LN04]. Immunity
[Gro04p, Ish04]. Immunity-based
[Gro04p, Ish04]. Immutability [Hel15].
impacts [FKN+23]. Implementation
[Ano03d]. Implementing [Ein11, JVG+24]. Implications
[BFAP16, BM22, Hel22a, SCQT20]. imply
[Vac23a]. Importance [Ano12a, Mat18d].

Important
[WHT+05, CB23, Fra20c, Ras05]. Improve
[NN11b]. improved [Lim23b].
Improvement [Lim23a]. Improving
[CGB+18, DSBS23, Lei08, SJK20, NSFG23].
in-memory [FoDF22]. in-person [Lim20b].
Incentives [SZ17]. Incidents [CC20].
including [Jov20]. incog [MGL22].

India
[Ano03i, KH05]. Industrial [JSS16].

Industry
[Kam11c, Kam21a, NFG04, NJG+19].
Industry-scale [NJG+19]. Inevitability
[TS03]. inferencing [FoDF22]. Inferno
[Bel13]. Information
[Hen08, Mc05, MGL22, Nie03, CSL+06].
Ingol [Hid04]. Injecting [Che10].
Innovation [Cre10e, Cre10f]. Innovative
[Kil04, Jen02, Rus23]. ins [Bir05]. Insider
[TF04]. Insight [Can08]. insights
[BFZ+22]. Inspiring [SM05a]. Installation
[Lim23c]. Installer [Coo23]. instances
[JVG+24]. Instant [SM04, TB03].
instruction [Chi23]. integral
[BT06, GTK24]. Integrated
[MB04, RCM03]. Integrating [Sar04].
Integration
[Bur03, Cha05b, Koh06, Zhu04, MB05, Tak06]. Integration-Ready
[Cha05b, Zhu04]. integrity [DGK+23].

Intel
[Wol04e]. Intelligence
[Sta06c, Vid23, Lev23]. interaction
[Can06a, KLL23, NN23c]. Interactive
[Ala17]. Interface
[Liu14, Ras03b, GAI+21, McT04].
Interfaces [Tel23]. Internal
[Sam14, Sta06l, Bej06]. Internet
[Bal07b, Kam23, CJWG11, CP18, Gol14, JF06, JSN17, Lei08, Lim23c, NN17c, RV10]. Internet-Scale [CP18]. Interoperability
[Ano04h]. Interpretability [Lip18].
Interpretable [CLK+21]. interpretation
keeps [Gee06]. Kelly [SMM*04].

Kelly-Boots [SMM*04]. kept [Hel20b].

Kernel [Sta05e]. Kernels [NN17e]. Kevin [Spi07]. Key [Kel21a, Vac21]. Keys [Vac21].

KFH [NN20c]. Killalea [Kil20]. kind [Fra20d]. Kingdom [Vac21]. Klaus [And04].

Kluwer [Pet04]. Knives [NN23f]. Known [Chi18, GHM15, IdFC11, KF19, Sta06m].

Landscape [Chi18, Loh10, PP04, See04, LPS24, NN23b, Vid23].

Languages [Gil14, Mas04, Ric08, Sha09, Gro04i]. Large [Mei14c, Hel20a, Vid23]. Large-scale [Hel20a]. Largest [Hen08, LWD07]. Larry [Lim24]. last [Vac21]. Latency [ESTT22, Gre10, NN08d, Bro15]. Later [Gra08a]. Latest [Ano03d, Tel23]. Law [Ano03f, Mub18, Bor03, Fra20b]. laws [Kam11c]. layer [Gro05e]. Lazarus [NN15c].

Lead [Lim23a]. leader [Mat23b]. Leaders [Mat17c, Mat23a]. league [JNSM14].

Leaking [Mit13]. Lean [Hor03, Mat15a, PP03b]. Learn [Mat16d, NN22b, NN20d, NN24b]. Learned [Tur03, NN21e]. Learning [BKMR21, Bos05, CLK+21, Col19c, KLL23, Kel21b, LS19, MR21, NMHB16, VW19, DSBS23, GPPV24, NN23e, RR18, Tel23, GPPV24].

Leave [Ano04k]. led [Chi23]. Ledgers [KF19]. Lee [Hen08]. Leffler [Rus04]. left [Wol04b]. Legacy [Ber05, Fca05]. Legal [SCQT20]. Legit [Sta06j]. Legitimacy [Col19c]. lens [BY22]. Leo [O’H06]. Less [Hel22b, Kam16, Ano03g]. Lesson [GWE+05, NN13a]. Lessons [NN10g, NGJ+19, RBP09, Rog05, Tur03, NN21d].

Lester [Sta05k]. Let [Fra20c, NN20d, NN22c, FPWM09]. Letter [NN10g]. Letters [BS04, BNB*05, CKG*04, CGP*04, CLNM03, ERF*03, EGBA03, EKG*05, Gro04m, GBG*04, GWE*05, KTS*04, MSNL04, NFG04, RW06, SM05a, SMM*04, SKC*04, Sta07p, WHT*05].

Level [Sta06c, Chi18, NN21e, Sin16]. levels [Mas04]. Leverage [Kel22b]. Leveraging [NG22, SGN04]. Lhotka [Cor07]. liability [Kam11c, Kam21a]. libraries [Mas04].

license [NN07b]. Licenses [Sta05d]. Life [Fra20d, Hel16a, Sta07a, Sta06d, Kri08, Wol04b, SKC*04]. Light [Ano04j, NN10f]. Light-speed [Ano04j]. Lighter [Ano13]. Like [Coa03c, Hel17b, Lim15a, Mat18c, Sta04b, KB06b]. limiting [Vix14]. limits [NN21b]. Lindsay [Bou04]. Line [Coo19].

Linear [Kam22b, Lim16a]. Lines [Sha03]. Lingua [WHT*05]. Linguae [KB04c].

Lining [NN18b]. LinkedIn [Ano13]. LINQ [Nau08a, Ein11]. Linux [Hid04, Jen05b].
Koh06, Sch04b, Sta07v, Tho05, Dec04, 
EEMS03, Hal07, Kop05, Luc05, MB05, 
NN16d, SFW03, Sta04b, Sta05f, Sta05h, 
Sta06j, Sta07q, Tox07, Wol04a. Lisp 
[Mar04a]. Listen [Mat17d]. Litrate 
[Kel22a]. Little [Bha07a, Lim23b]. Live 
[BTM22, BCJ+18, Sta07p]. livelocks 
[NN08d]. Lives [GWE+05]. Living [Bar03]. 
Load [Hel19a, Lim16b]. Location 
[SKC+04]. Lock [Kle14]. Lock-based 
[Kle14]. Log4j [Kam22a]. Logging 
[NN06e, NN14c, Sin16]. Logic [NN14c]. 
Logical [BP16]. Long 
[BTM22, Gol14, Sta07p, Mas06, Mat24]. 
longevity [Mas04]. Longhorn 
[KTS+04, Wol04g]. Longoria [Ekt05]. Look 
[CKG+04, NN08b, FH08, Fra20a, KB06d]. 
Looking [Sta05i]. Looks [Ano03d]. 
looming [Vac21]. loose [Sta05f]. loss [SD23]. 
Lost [Ras04a, Sta05d]. Lot [KB08e]. LoTech 
[KB06b]. LOTR [Ano04i]. Lou [Sta07n]. 
loudmouth [NN07h]. Low 
[Bro15, Chi18, Kel20d, VTA23, Var21]. 
Low-code [VTA23, Var21]. 
Low-Frequency [Kel20d]. Low-latency 
[Bro15]. Low-level [Chi18]. lower [NN21e]. 
lower-level [NN21e]. Lucke [Tho05]. 
Lunch [Mic04]. lunchbox [Ano03g]. lution 
[Bar06]. 

Mac [Sta06g]. Machine 
[CLK+21, Col19c, KLL23, Kel21b, LS19, 
MR21, RR18, VW19, BKM21, Tel23]. 
Machine-learning [RR18]. Machines 
[PSBG11, PS09, Ras04b, Ros04, Sup04]. 
Macintosh [Sta05b]. Macs [Sta06b]. Mad 
[NN21c]. Madness 
[Bat04b, CPG+04, Sta04a]. magic [Wan04]. 
mail [All06b]. Mainframe 
[Hid04, EEMS03]. Maintain [KNR13]. 
Maintenace [SCB09]. Major 
[JNSM14, Poo06]. Major-league [JNSM14]. Make 
[Ano04n, Coa03d, Lim17a, Lim24, FT07]. 
makes [Fra20a]. Making 
[cF03, FT07, KNR13, Mat13, Mei17, Nor09, 
Dia15, Kit05, WG06]. Mai [Lap05]. 
Malware [Cre10b, Sta07r]. Man 
[KTS+04, Lim15a]. Manage [DM15]. 
Management [BFA+16, Fra19b, GLF+15, 
Gro03b, HSN13, Mat19a, NN13a, SM+04, 
VBH03, JW06, Kum05, Var21]. Manager 
[Chi14a, Mat16d, Mat23b]. Managerium 
[Lap05]. Managers [ATM22]. Managing 
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[Eng05, Kha05, Wol06]. Manual [Lim18b]. 
Manufacturing [Fra20c]. many 
[Chi23, Fra20c]. Map [Sta04b]. Mapping 
[AhCD22, Nau08a, Sha04a]. Maps [DVR10]. 
Margo [SM21, Sta07o]. Maria [Hid04]. 
Mario [Fel03]. Mark [Bha07a]. Market 
[AAV14, Kam24]. Markets [Sta06f]. 
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[Hor03, Sin99, Sta07n]. Mashtat [SBS+23]. 
Masses [Ano04]. Jan03, Sta05g, Cre05]. 
Massively [Hen04]. Master [NN19e]. 
Math [Mei17, SBS+23]. Matsudaira 
[Coa13]. Matt [Lec07, Mer04, Kir04]. 
Matter [NN13e, NR18, SNR18]. Matters 
[Mat19b, Med16, Hen07]. Matthaue 
[Hid04]. Max [Koh04]. Maximizing 
[FSSP09]. May [KB09b, Lim23a]. maybe 
[KB06d]. Mazzola [Fel03]. McClure 
[Gum04b]. McCubbin [Ano20a]. 
McGovern [Bha07a]. McGraw 
[Gum04b, Mar05a, Sta05k, Sta07a, Sta06k]. 
McGrave-Hill [Gum04b, Sta05k, Sta07u]. 
McKemmish [Gum04a]. McManis 
[O'H06o]. McTear [Por04b]. MDD [RW06]. 
Me [FPWM09, LCW18, Lov17]. Mean 
[LVDM22, NN12c, KB06b]. Meaning 
[Ras04a, Vid21]. Means [Kam16, Kam24]. 
measurement [NN07i]. Measuring 
[Fra21a, Sta06e, NSFG23]. Mechanical
[Fra21b]. mechanism [Coo23]. Media
[Ano14c, Put08, Sta05k, Sta07u, Gar07a, Kit05, SS07]. mediation [Vac23a]. Medical
[Sta06k]. medium [Vid21]. Meet
[Ano04i, Kil08b, NN23b]. Meetings
[Lap03, SKC+04]. Meets [Sta07a, Whi05]. Mehta [Nau08a]. Meijer [Coa08, Mat17c].
Meltdown [BCJ+18]. memeplex [Kru07]. Medical
[Sta06f]. medium [Vid21]. Meet
[Ano04l, Kil08b, NN23b]. Meetings
[Lap03, SKC+04]. Meets [Sta07a, Whi05]. Mehta [Nau08a]. Meijer [Coa08, Mat17c].
Meltdown [BCJ+18]. memeplex [Kru07]. Medical
[Sta06f]. medium [Vid21]. Meet
[Ano04l, Kil08b, NN23b]. Meetings
[Lap03, SKC+04]. Meets [Sta07a, Whi05]. Mehta [Nau08a]. Meijer [Coa08, Mat17c].
Meltdown [BCJ+18]. memeplex [Kru07]. Medical
[Sta06f]. medium [Vid21]. Meet
[Ano04l, Kil08b, NN23b]. Meetings
[Lap03, SKC+04]. Meets [Sta07a, Whi05]. Mehta [Nau08a]. Meijer [Coa08, Mat17c].
Meltdown [BCJ+18]. memeplex [Kru07]. Medical
[Sta06f]. medium [Vid21]. Meet
[Ano04l, Kil08b, NN23b]. Meetings
[Lap03, SKC+04]. Meets [Sta07a, Whi05]. Mehta [Nau08a]. Meijer [Coa08, Mat17c].
Meltdown [BCJ+18]. memeplex [Kru07]. Medical
[Sta06f]. medium [Vid21]. Meet
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Recommendation [Bha07a].
recommendations [MSJL06].
Reconfigurable [TS03].
Reconfiguration [Gro04o, VT03].
Reconsidered [Sta07s].
Reconstruction [GAM18].
Recording [DKM+12].
Records [EMC19], recovery [Bel05a].
reduced [WWG22].
Reducing [AHC22, NN17f].
Reduction [Sta05b].
Redux [KTS+04, MSNL04, NN08h].
Refactored [Mer04, SR03].
Refactoring [AS06a, Jov06].
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Re
ection [Sta06a, Tit05].
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Reinventing [WWG22].
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 Relevant [Wol03b].
Reliability [Sha19].
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replace [WWG22].
replacement [NN22f].
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Repurposing [Cre07b].
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require [Kam21b].
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Restrictions [KB09b].
results [DSBS23].
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return [NN04d].
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Rich [Bal07b, JF06].
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Ride [Mau05f].
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RISC [Chi23].
RISC-V [Chi23].
Rise [Cre22, Hen06].
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Roboexotica [Sta07r].
robot [Mau05f].
Robotics [Sta07r].
Robots [Sta05d].
Robust [RV10].
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Sadalage [Jov06]. Saddle [NN06h]. Safe [Ano12b, Ros10, AA22, GTNNM21]. Safety [Kam22a, Ker24]. SageDB [Col19d]. said [KB06a]. Sailor [Car08]. sake [NN23e].

Sahm [Hid04]. Salt [NN16a]. San [Bal07a, Rus04]. San-Bodden [Bal07a].

sandbox [Whi05]. Sanity [NN20b]. Sanjay [SBS+23]. Saravanam [SBS+23]. Save [Ano03h]. Say [Ano03f, Sta05j]. Scapp [CBB07]. Scheduler [CP18]. Scheduling [DEE+16, KA23, Sch17b, MNN04].


Scrum [SJK20]. SDN [BS16, FRZ13, VCR15]. sea [KB06b]. Sean [SBS+23]. Search [BT06, Bro04c, CC04, Gro04b, Kel20b, Lim16a, MM04, Pat04, Rao04a, Sta04a, Sta06d]. Search-as-a-Service [Sta06d].

Second-Life [Sta07a]. Secrecy [Imr03, Sin99]. Secret [Mat18e, Mat23b]. Secrets [Gum04b, Kel23b, Puz04, VGM04, MSK03].

Secure [Ano12b, Gol14, Hac06, SBS+23, Ber06, Car07, For07, Har05a, NN07f, Rus23, TCR03, Vac20]. Securely [KW04].

Securing [Dwi06, Fra19c, Fre03, Ker14, Lio06, NN22e, Owe10, Ste15, Tox14]. Security [Ano04l, AAVV14, CKG+04, DL09, Fra18, GTK24, Gum04b, Hen08, Jov20, KMMNN22, Lev20, Lla07, Lio06, Mar04b, NN11b, PC04, PF03, Ran04, RBP09, Rus23, SL04, Sta05e, Sta06b, Sta05j, Sta061, Sta06k, Vac23a, Vac23b, VM04, Vie05, WG09, YRZB16, Bej06, Cha07, Con04, Cra20, Dw06, Gee07, LWD07, Mat21, MSK03, Mc06, NN22e, Tox07, Che03].

See [Ano03d, See [Tox14]. Seeing [Nol06]. Seeoft [Bal03]. Self [GWE+05, Lim18a, PBA03, Sha04b]. Self-Healing [GWE+05, PBA03, Sha04b].

Self-service [Lim18a]. Selinger [Ham05, SM05a]. Seltzer [SOM21, Sta07o].

Semantic [Eng05, Pas04]. Semantics [Sta06i]. SEMAT [JNSM14]. semi [Flo05, SM05b]. semi-structured [Flo05, SM05b]. Sender [BS04, EK12].

Sender-side [EK12]. Sensible [Sch04a]. Sensor [Ber09, HSN13, Lab08]. Sensors [ZAB16]. Sentient [FKB+03, SKC+04].

sequences [Ull21]. serendipitous [Hel20a]. Series [Fox08, Hin08, Par07, Zen04, Ano20a].

Serious [Sta06d]. Server [Ano03h, Bar03, GF08, Par07, Cre06c, VOG08a, VB07].

Service [Bha07a, DB18, Lam18, SDRB17, Sta06d].
Shigeyoshi [Nag04]. Shema [Sta07u]. Mat15a. Shipping [Ano04m, Vid21]. Shoes [BY22]. Han09a, Han09b. Shaw shape [AhCD22]. Shall [Sta04b]. SEV-SNP [Kap23]. Mat23b. Setting SETI [Ano04i]. Cha05a, Dat16, DLdFV [Mau05e]. Sessions TR03, Kum05, Ses04. AHMT03, Bur03, CP18, Kil09a, KR03, TR03, Kum05, Ses04. Serving [CG18]. Sessions [Man05e]. Set [Sta06b, JS18]. SETI [Ano04i]. Sets [KP23, Chi23]. Setting [Mat23b]. Settle [LFKA14]. SEV [Kap23]. SEV-SNP [Kap23]. seven [Tox07]. Shall [Sta04b]. Shalt [Ano03e, LCW18]. shape [AhCD22]. Shared [KW04]. Sharing [Ano04m, Vid21]. Sharpening [GS23]. Shaw [Han09a, Han09b]. Sheehy [Sta07u]. Shift [Kil04, Jen02]. Shigeyoshi [Nag04]. Ship [Dat16]. Shipping [Mat15a]. Shoehorn [Hel19a]. Shoes [BY22]. Shon [Sta05b]. Should [Cha05a, Dat16, DLDfV*23, JNSM14, Lim15a, Lim19c, NN22f, Can05, KLL23, MBNN+23, Vac23a]. Shoulders [Hel16d]. Side [Hel17a, MMB15, EK12]. Sidebar [LV03, May03, Wea03]. Sides [Har03b]. Sienko [Rao04b]. Siever [Sch04b]. Sifting [Whi05]. sight [Can06b]. Sights [Sta06b]. Signals [Ano04m]. Silent [Lim23a]. Silicon [Ras03a]. Silver [NN18b, Bel06]. SIM [Jov20]. Sima [Sta07a]. SIMD [PSBG11]. Simon [Imm03, Jen05a]. Simple [CW10, Hel21a, NN21d]. Simplicity [Kil04, Phil0a, Jen02]. Sims [Bha07a]. Simulators [GBG*04, Sup04]. Singh [Imm03]. Single [JSN17]. Singular [Hel16c]. Sink [Bel03]. sins [Tox07]. SIP [BL07, FT07, Spa07, Ste07a]. site [Mat23a]. Sites [Sou08]. Sits [Cao03a, Kil20]. Sizing [NN08f]. Sketching [Cor17]. Skills [Lea11]. Skins [NN23f]. Slamming [Edw05, HN05]. Slaves [ERF+03, Ras03b]. sleighhammer [SMM23]. Sliders [NN22a]. Slow [Sta06a]. Slump [Sta06a]. Small [Lim16c, CBB07]. Smart [And04, NMHB16, See03, Wol03c, Fin03, Rou07, CLNM03, SBS+23]. smartphones [Vac20]. Smith [Put08]. Smoke [Ano04m]. Smoot [OH05f]. SMS [Jov20]. SneakerNet [Ano04l, Sta06b]. Sniffers [Ano03d]. Snowden [Tox14]. Snowflakes [NN18c]. SNP [Kap23]. SOA [Bel07a]. SoC [Pet04, JYVV03, WN03]. Social [Cro06, DRW+14, Hin08, MFK05, HP08]. Socially [O'H05d]. Society [FKB+03]. Sockets [NN09e]. Soft [Lea11]. Software [BTM22, Bel06, Bel13, Ber03b, Bha07b, CBM+08, Cha05b, Cox19, DVR10, DM15, Ekt05, EGBA03, Fox08, Gro04f, HPE03, Hor03, JS14, Kam11c, Kam14a, Kam21a, Kam24, Kar03, Ker24, Kil19, Lap04b, Lim10, Lim19c, Lod04, LNV14, Mar05a, Mat15a, Mat16a, Mat23b, McG06, Men05, Mic04, NN09c, NN16c, NN22c, NN24a, OO03, Pet04, PP03b, RC04, Sax10, Sha03, SP21, Sp07, SCB09, Sta06c, Sta07a, Sta06k, SL05, Var21, VD24, WN03, Wol04e, WA19, ZM09, ATM22, Bro05, Dad05, Gor06, HM04, Jac05, JYVV03, Kel22b, Kop05, Lon04, Mar03, M+09, McD05, Mur04, NN24b, Tat06, Tho21, Whi05, Znu04]. Solid [Cor12, Sta05c]. Solid-State [Cor12]. Solomon [KB08c]. Solution [Kam13b, Kuz19, Var21]. Solutions [Koh06, Hel21c, MSK03, MB05, NN06f, Gum04b]. solved [Vie05]. Some [Cao03c, KB09b, Wol04b, KB07e]. Something [GBG+04]. Sons [And04, Ber09]. Sounds [Hum17]. Source [AM03, AM04, Ano03d, CO4, CPG+04, DM15, Fer03, Fox08, HPE03, Hub04, Kam24, Kar03, Kuc06, Leih03, PP03a, Sta06g, Wea03, Wol03a, Wol04e, ATM22, Ano03i, CFL23, For07, Fra19a, NN20d, NN24a, Vid21, Vir05, XMG21, Mau05f]. Source/2 [Mau05f]. SOXes [Bo06]. Space [Hel19b, Mit13, FSM+21]. Spaces [Kam22b, NN20b]. SPADE [GAI+21]. Spaghetti [NN18d]. Spam [Ali03a, Ali03e, Ano04j, ERF+03, Edw05, Sta06c, Ano03g, HN05, Lap06b, Mau05f, PO05]. Speaker [Col19e]. Specialization [NG22]. specific [Gil14]. Specter [SNW+23].
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